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A ROOM
WITH A
							 VIEW
In both education and business, remote working
and blended learning are determined to play a big
role in the future of collaboration. But how can
you bring interactivity and engagement into this
new virtual learning environment? Combining a
neatly equipped virtual training room with a little
magic touch of interactive displays does the trick!

‘Hello everyone! Good to see you’re… at home!’
Inviting dozens of people to a physical location can be challenging. Organizing a
product training, department briefing or history class can easily be done online
nowadays. This saves valuable time and traveling costs. And with a virtual training
facility, it’s almost like everyone is actually in the room with you!
CTOUCH’ virtual training room, located in the Innovation District in Eindhoven is one of
the few of its kind in the Benelux and has a unique integration with touchscreens.
With our collaboration partners, including Barco, we enable companies and institutes
to organize real-time, interactive trainings and classes with co-workers or students
alike. For our own network of resellers, we host special collaboration sessions and
technical product trainings as well. Through Barco’s integrated weConnect system,
CTOUCH’s virtual training room has a capacity of up to 24 visible participants.
Partners we work with:
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What does the CTOUCH digital training room bring you?
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Forget sitting down behind a boring
laptop and stand up in front of your
team to host an interactive training or
meeting.
Have a complete view of all
participants (all names and
faces on-screen)
Organize break-out sessions: split
attendees into small groups to work
on tasks or discussions
Use the interactive whiteboard(s) as a trainer, coach or lecturer to show concepts or write
down notes
		View the level of participation of attendees
		Allow multiple viewing angles and benefit from a great audio experience
		Trainers can move freely across the room without losing sight of attendees or visa versa
		Have a seamless, real-time interaction between trainer and students or colleagues

Let us show you what we’ve got
Want to know more about virtual classrooms? Interested in hosting a real-time
training session for your colleagues at our office? Let us inspire you! Simply
contact us via info@ctouch.eu and we’ll
be happy to assist you.

“It’s great to draw and explain the
ideas behind my product designs to
overseas colleagues in a virtual context,
where they can engage and ask me silly
questions at the same time.”
Rhys Duindam – Product Designer at CTOUCH
(and a damn good one)
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